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1- Introducttion
In this papper the graviitational stab
bility of a sselfgravitating rring composedd of n particles with mas s m
which are onn a circular orrbit around a central
c
mass M is
investigated. The first ordder perturbatio
on analysis inn the
context of a modified theoory of gravity
y known as M
MOG
in the relevaant literature is used. This theory has bbeen
introduced tto address thhe dark matteer problem. T
This
problem is one of thee serious ch
hallenges in the
theoretical pphysics. Moore specificallly astrophyssical
measurementts show that there are ev
vident deviatiions
between N
Newton's graavitational th
heory and the
observations. For example the rotation
n curves of sppiral
galaxies at laarge distancess from galactiic center are flat.
While usingg the standarrd Newtonian gravity, thhese
rotation curvves should bee decreasing function
f
of raadial
distance.
There is also a serioous mass disscrepancy in the
spherical gaalaxy clusterss. In fact th
hese clusters are
almost six tim
mes more masssive than wh
hat can be seenn by
telescopes. C
Consequently, physicists believe that therre is
a dark and unseen matteer componentt in the univverse
which has nnot been deteected yet. However althoough
there are sseveral advannced laborato
ories which use
different techhniques, the dark
d
matter particles
p
have not
been observeed yet.
Another approach too solve this enigma is the
modified graavity. In otheer words, maay be the currrent
standard graavitational theeory should be
b modified and
there is no ddark matter paarticle in the universe.
u
MOG
G is
a theory whiich follows thhe last picturee. Mathematiccally
this theory is more complicated than Einstein's
E
genneral
theory of graavity. In fact MOG
M
in addittion to the meetric
tensor possesses other claassic fields which increasee the
degrees of ffreedom of the
t
theory. More
M
specificcally
MOG is a scalar-tensor--vector theory
y of gravity and
a a Proca veector field. Thhese
includes twoo scalar field and
fields make MOG an efffective theory
y to address the
above mentiooned dark mattter problem.
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Fig. 1: The stability region fo
for a n=7 system in MOG

2- Problem
P
definition
Thiis theory in th
he weak fieldd limit where the gravity iss
nott too strong an
nd consequenttly the matter velocities aree
smaall compared to the speed oof light, leads to a differentt
graavitational pottential. Thereffore the graviitational forcee
bettween point masses
m
in this ttheory is diffeerent from thee
New
wtonian case. More specifi
fically the forcce in MOG iss
slig
ghtly stronger than the New
wtonian gravittational force..
Forr our ring sy
ystem with rradius r, MO
OG's circularr
velocity is largerr and consequuently the stab
bility analysiss
of the
t system is, in principle, different from
m the standardd
casse. On the other hand, the stability
y analysis inn
astrrophysical sysstems leads too a better und
derstanding off
the underlying physical
p
phenoomena. For example
e
usingg
the stability anallysis one can show that thee Saturn's ringg
can
nnot be solid and
a should bee consisted off small matterr
pieces. Moreoveer the stabilityy analysis of galactic diskss
helps to investigate the originn and evolution
n of the spirall
pattterns. Using this approach aastrophysicistts have shownn
thaan spiral patteerns are densitity waves whiich propagatee
on the surface of galactic diskks as a small perturbation..
Alsso stability isssues help to understand the evolutionn
and
d growth of the stellar bbars in the ceenter of diskk
galaxies. Moreo
over, several secular proceesses exist inn
the astrophysical systems whhich can be ex
xplained withh
the stability analysis.
As it already
y mentioned,, in this paper the globall
stab
bility of a ring aroundd a massivee sphericallyy
sym
mmetric object, in the conteext of MOG iss investigated..
Thee final resultts may be exxtended to in
nclude MOG
G
effe
fects on the evolution of loccal stabilities in
i the real andd
larg
ge galactic rin
ngs. Howeverr, we restrict ourselves
o
to a
stelllar system insstead of a fluid
id ring.
In order to study the dynaamical and gllobal stabilityy
of the stellar rin
ng system, firrst, the equilib
brium state iss
o the ring thee
derrived. In otherr words, for a given radius of
circcular velocity and the positiions of all poiint masses aree
fou
und. The centeer of mass refference frame and complexx
coo
ordinate systeem is used too reduce the mathematicall
diff
fficulties. Theen the first oorder perturbations to thee
possition and velo
ocities of the ppoint masses is
i applied. Byy
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linearizing the governeed differentiaal equations , a
dispersion relation forr the propaagation of the
perturbationss is found. As
A in any first order stab ility
analysis, thee dispersion relation
r
is thee most imporrtant
result of the ccalculations.
nd discussion
n
3- Results an
As usual onee may use thiis relation in order to findd the
stability criteerion. Howevver, the dispeersion relationn is
complicated and the stability
s
criteria cannot be
analytically dderived. Therrefore, a num
meric procedurre is
used to find tthe criterion for
fo two differeent cases:
a) Out-of-plaane perturbatiions: In this case
c
the partiicles
only in the ddirection perppendicular to the plane off the
ring are pertturbed. It is shown that the
t ring is staable
against thesse perturbatioons. In otheer words if the
particles in this directioon are pertu
urbed, they will
oscillate and the ring will retain its stability. It is alsoo the
case in New
wtonian gravitty. However, in principle the
frequency off the oscillatiions will be different
d
in thhese
theories. M
More specifically one may
m
expect that
perturbationss oscillates more
m
rapidly in
i MOG thann in
Newtonian case.
b) In-plane pperturbations: In this case th
he particles inn the
azimuthal annd radial direcctions are perrturbed. Sincee the
analysis cannnot be done foor arbitrary nu
umber of partiicles
n, two differrent cases of n=7 and n=8 are studied. The
results have bbeen shown inn Figs. 1 and 2. It is necesssary
to mention tthat MOG possesses two free
f
parameterrs
and
whiich their observational value
v
have bbeen
measured usiing rotation cuurves data of spiral galaxiees. It
is assumed thhat
8.89 and differentt values of
are
investigated. On the otherr hand, the paarameter iss the
ratio of a poiint mass in thee ring to the ceentral mass.
As it is cclear in Fig. 1, when
0 the Newtonnian
stability criteerion, i.e.
r
Onn the
0.00715, is recovered.
other hand byy increasing the
t magnitudee of the stab ility
criterion is cchanged and more
m
massive particles get also
stable againsst these perturrbations. In otther words, M
MOG
makes the rring more staable against all
a kind of sm
mall
perturbationss. However, as
a it is shown in the Fig. 1,, the
stability region does not cover
c
large vallues of . In fact
when this paarameter is laarger than 0.1 the gravitatioonal
force grows rapidly and makes the rin
ng unstable. The
current valuee of is smalll enough to laay in the stab ility
region.
A similaar behavior foor an eight-particle system
m is
found. The stability regionn has been illu
ustrated in Figg. 2.
In this casee also one may recoverr the Newtonnian
stability criteerion by settinng the free parameter to zzero.
The stabilityy region is wiider and inclu
ude larger vaalues
for and .
For a moore real analyssis one may study
s
a fluid rring
system. In this case onne may lineaarize the Euuler's
equation, conntinuity equattion and the modified
m
Poissson
equation in M
MOG; and innvestigate the local and gloobal
stability of thhe ring. Such a study would
d help to interrpret
the star form
mation rates in the galactic riings.

Fig. 2: The sttability region foor a n=8 system in MOG.

